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Did the Bulls once again manage a stick safe and turn the tables? Like I said last week “we have to take this market 
day-by-day” and today again may have turned things on its head. Trust me I wish there was more certainty, but 

there’s currently not and we have to content us with that. I’ll show charts of the SPX, DOW, COMPQ, and RUT which 
all  sport different counts to show you how difficult this market has become. Each index is pretty much on its own. 

For now I favor the count shown in Figure 1A and Figure 3. 

Figure 1A shows the minor-3, 4 count on the S&P500 with minor-4 as an irregular flat (c=1.5x a). Minor-5 is in this 

case underway as today’s advance was the best since the SPX2454 high. A break below SPX2419 (possible minor-4 
low) places the ball back in the Bears camp, whereas a break above SPX2450/54 signals minor-5 is underway to 

finally target the ideal SPX2485-2500 target zone. Note how price found support right at the lower end of the 
SPX2419-2440 (purple) noise box and closed right on top of it.  

Figure 1B shows the minor-a, b count on the S&P500 with minor-b now underway to SPX2445-2450. This chart does 
exemplify that as long as price is above the dotted pink trendline and SPX2390-2405 support zone, we’ll have to look 

up. Hence, as long as SPX2416 holds, higher it is. 

Figure 1. SPX 1-min chart: Minor-4 complete? SPX 60-min chart: minor-b of intermediate-a of major-4 underway 
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I decided to not sport a count on the daily TI count for this intermediate-v wave, to allow us to simple assess what 
the TIs and price is telling us. Yesterday everything was on sell, today we now have an initial non-ideal A.I. buy signal 

(dotted green arrow), price back above the 20d SMA, but still below the long-term dotted orange trendline, and very 
tight bollinger bands. IF bulls can manage to bring price once again back above this LT trendline the chart will improve 

further. Back below the 20d SMA and the 50d SMA is next (now at 2407). 

Figure 2. S&P500 daily chart: TIs turning back up, price back above 20d SMA 
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The DOW sports a slightly different count, where price may still “only” be in minute-v of minor-3 targeting $21650ish 
the 1.618x extension of minor-1, measured from 2. Peak RSI5 and MACD was at the recent ATH; which is often 

indicative of a “3rd of a 3rd wave”: i ii of 3. As long as price remains above the 20d SMA the trend on all timeframes is 
up. Also here the A.I. gave an initial non-ideal buy signal (turned up, but not from <20) 

Figure 3. DOW daily chart: Counts now best as minute-v of minor-3 underway. 
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The RUT sports an entirely different count, where price may be in a large Ending Diagonal Triangle. The TIs are all 
pointing back up and are on buy, wanting to see higher prices. Also here price is now back above the 20d SMA. 

Figure 4. RUT daily chart: Large EDT forming!? 
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Yesterday I showed the NDX, which can be counted as being in intermediate-iv already. However, and as shown 
before – and as a refresher- the COMPQ can be counted as having completed only minor-3 and 4 of intermediate-

ii i . Price was held in check by the upper black trend line and the 50d SMA, and now sits right at the 20d SMA. As long 
as these two support levels hold the trend is up. The TIs are trying to turn back up, but no buy signals yet. A move 

higher tomorrow will  usher in buy-signals and likely tell  is price is in minute-ii i  of minor-5. 

Figure 5. COMPQ daily chart: minor-5 underway? 
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The McClellan Oscillator based Summation Index for the S&P500 (SPX-SI) turned to sell yesterday and remains on a 
sell  today as breadth did improve but ended still at -7. The NYAD (at writing I don’t have SPX-AD data yet) made a 

new ATH today favoring the bullish scenarios outlined above.  

Figure 3. SPXSI gave still on sell. 

 

 

In conclusion: I wanted to show all the major indices today, as they appear all to be in different counts, 

complicating analyses severely and making forecasts for now low confidence.   I’d much rather see a clear 
breakdown or breakout, allowing me to tell you more clearly what to expect next, but the market and especially 

the S&P500 is not doing this (just yet). However, we may have a winner in that the minor-4 low could have been 
struck at SPX2419 yesterday. A break above SPX2450/2454 will confirm this count and we can then finally expect 

SPX2485-2500. The DOW could still only be in minute-v of minor-3, while the COMPQ could be in minute-iii of 
minor-5 of intermediate-iii, while the RUT is forming an EDT… Hanging along? Bottom line, more upside is at this 

moment still the most likely outcome until at least SPX2416 is broken to the downside. 

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 
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